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Invitation to the "Capture the Light" focus
event

Free "3-in-1" online event in the IDS Vision Channel on June 24th at 3 p.m.
CEST

For the success of an image processing application, not only the right camera and a suitable image sensor are imperative. To capture light

without interference and convert it into usable information, one must also deploy suitable optics and high-quality filter glasses. Our focus event

"Capture the Light" is dedicated to exactly this topic in three exciting sessions. Set aside around 90 minutes in your calendar and benefit from

the expertise of our specialists. We look forward to seeing you!

Session 1:

"Inside Sensor Technology" (Duration: approx. 20 minutes + Q&A)

Which technologies and sensor functions will shape the image processing

world in the future? We not only take a close look at the development and

possibilities of modern CMOS sensors, but also explain why not all sensor

functions are used in industrial cameras and why it can be more

advantageous to implement them in the camera firmware or host software.

Session 2:

"When clean is not enough" (Duration: approx. 20 minutes + Q&A)

The cleanliness of optical components is often a decisive criterion for

the success of a camera application. Applications that operate in the

nanometre range can reveal the limits of optical imaging. For these

cases, a close look at the physical and economic requirements or

possibilities is necessary. We will give you an insight into our camera

manufacturing process and our experience with these challenging

cases.
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Session 3:

"Would you like a lens with that?" (Duration: approx. 20 minutes +

Q&A)

A camera system does not only consist of a suitable image sensor, camera

electronics and software. The right lens also plays a decisive role in the

successful implementation of an image processing application - especially in

an industrial environment. In this lecture we will show you what you should

consider when buying a lens.

To attend, all you need to do is register for free on the . Afterwards, all upcoming events can be conveniently added to your own calendar.

Especially convenient: at various virtual tables, participants can get in touch directly with IDS specialists, ask questions or exchange experiences with other

participants.

IDS Vision Channel

Register now
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